towards a neighbour whose territories surround it completely, a connnunalist movement accompanied-by outrages,,* making ordinary life impossible, preparations for war, economic blockade* the marching in of Indian troops and the establishment of Military Government. To base upon the figures for such years a financial settlement that is to last a considerable time and fundamentally affect the finances of the Slate, "would not seem to be reasonable, unless, of course, sufficient,.corrective was adopted when it was "clear that certain figures were not representative. We do not propose to go into the whole matter in detail and shall confine ourselves to only three examples ; two for revenue and one for expenditure.
On the revenue side,  the figure  taken for railway receipts is the average of 154.71"for 1357  F. and 88.23
for	F,    This 88,23 seems to be the result of the
exceptional circumstances which affected railway traffic-very seriously from the time of the entrance of the Indian troops into Hyderabad. It needs correction. The income-tax figure is the average of 45 for 1357 F.'and 160 for 1858 F. (The actual figure for 1358" F. is 178 and not 160)* Income-tax was introduced in Hyderabad in the second six months of 1357 F. The machinery for collection had still to gather momentum. The figure of 45 cannot be regarded as representative* It is wrong arithmetically. If the receipts for 18 months are taken and divided, the average obtained is for 9 months and not for 12 months. Again, the disturbed conditions of this period caused receipts to be less than they should have been. We understand that the collections of the current year are very likely to go beyond the 178 of 1358 F., the figure for the first half-year being 103 lakhs. Here again correction is necessary. On these two income items alone, there would seem room for enhancement.
The military expenditure on sanctioned LS,F. units
has been taken at 2 crores.   In other words, it is presumed
that the Government of India will have to bear a burden
of 2 crores for- the units it takes over.   During the".war
years, 1948-44, ,1944-45, - 1945-46,  military expenditure
on regular units •• in Hyderabad-varied from 80 -to 120-
lakhs*   The, .advent of the 'possibility of -independence•
caused it to "be pushed up in the two, -years that followed.' •
Apart" from" this* /however^ ;siii^e  the;-' Government * tfl
Ipdia^axe^	%j%e es*s£t,"-pf 2 &QT^i&$ktf.
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